Researchers have proposed a number of automated techniques for testing refactoring engines. However, they may have limitations related to the program generator, time consumption, kinds of bugs, and debugging. We propose a technique to scale testing of refactoring engines. We improve expressiveness of a program generator, use a technique to skip some test inputs to improve performance, and propose new oracles to detect behavioral changes using change impact analysis, overly strong conditions using mutation testing, and transformation issues related to the refactoring definitions. We evaluate our technique in 24 refactoring implementations of Java (Eclipse and JRRT) and C (Eclipse) and found 119 bugs. The technique reduces the time in 96% using skips while misses only 7% of the bugs. Using the new oracle to identify overly strong conditions, it detects 37% of new bugs while misses 16% of the bugs comparing with a previous technique. Furthermore, the proposed oracle facilitates debugging by indicating the overly strong conditions.
PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
Testing refactoring engines is not trivial since it requires complex inputs, such as programs, and an oracle to define the correct resulting program or whether the transformation must be rejected. To alleviate this problem, Gligoric et al. [4] propose UDITA (an extension of ASTGen [1] ), a Java-like language to write program generators so that developers can generate the test inputs. They found a number of bugs related to compilation errors and engine crash. However, writing some of those program generators demands a consider-Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). [3] . Later, Gligoric et al. [3] propose to use real programs as test inputs, automatically applying the refactoring under test in every possible location of the program. However, testing refactoring engines in large programs may increase the costs of checking the output correctness and understanding a failure.
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Soares et al. [16, 14] propose JDolly, an exhaustive Java program generator. Developers can specify the number of some Java constructs and constraints for the generated programs by using Alloy [5] , a formal specification language. They found a number of bugs related to compilation errors, behavioral changes, and overly strong conditions in refactoring engines. They use differential testing to identify the overly strong conditions (DT technique). The DT technique may be costly since it needs more than one engine. Additionally, it can only be used if the engines implement the same refactoring. Finally, exhaustively generating programs may require a lot of time.
In summary, the previous approaches have limitations related to the program generator (exhaustiveness, setup, expressiveness), time consumption, automation, number of refactoring engines necessary to evaluate a refactoring implementation, or kinds of bugs that can be detected.
APPROACH
We propose a technique to scale testing of refactoring engines. First, it automatically generates programs as test inputs using Dolly [9] , an automated program generator (Step 1). Dolly receives as input the refactoring type, the language (Java or C), a skip number that may reduce the number of generated programs, and an Alloy specification, which includes specific constraints to a refactoring type and the scope of the programs. Next, the refactoring under test is automatically applied to each generated program. When there are two engines, the technique uses both engines to apply the transformation (Step 2). To evaluate the correctness of the transformations, our technique uses a set of oracles that can identify overly weak conditions (compilation errors and behavioral changes), overly strong conditions, and transformation issues (Step 3). Finally, we automatically categorize the detected failures into distinct bugs (Step 4). Figure 1 illustrates the main steps.
Consecutive programs generated by Dolly tend to be very similar [5] , potentially detecting the same kind of bug. Thus, developers can set a parameter to skip some programs to reduce the time to test the refactoring implementations [9] . We improve the expressiveness of Dolly by generating programs considering more Java constructs, such as 2016 IEEE/ACM 38th IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering Companion abstract classes and methods, and interface. We modify the Java meta-model in Alloy used by Dolly and the module that translates an Alloy instance to a Java program to add the new constructs. Generating programs with these new constructs may lead the technique finds more bugs.
Soares et al. [14] use SafeRefactor [15] as the oracle to detect behavioral changes. It automatically generates tests for the common methods of two program versions. Next, it executes the test in both versions and compares the results. We improve SafeRefactor by proposing SafeR-efactorImpact [8] . SafeRefactorImpact generates test cases only for the methods impacted by a transformation using Randoop [11] , a test unit generator. They specified a systematic but manual approach to categorize failures related to behavioral changes based on structural characteristics of the transformation. We automate the classification of this kind of failure based on their approach.
We propose a new oracle to identify overly strong conditions using mutation testing (MT oracle). For each program generated by Dolly, we apply the transformation. Next, for each kind of warning message reported by the engine, we inspect its code and manually identify the refactoring conditions that can raise it. We generate mutants of the refactoring implementation by disabling the execution of some identified conditions. If a mutant applies the transformation, and it preserves the program behavior according to SafeRefactorImpact [8] , we classify the disabled conditions as overly strong.
Although there is no single formal definition for each kind of refactoring, there are common characteristics among them that the refactoring implementations should follow. We propose an automated oracle to identify transformations applied by refactoring engines that compile and preserve the program behavior, but do not follow its refactoring definition. This kind of transformation issue may be a bug in the refactoring engine or a bad smell introduced in the program. We implement a program to check the refactorings definitions based on some refactorings already proposed in the literature [12, 10, 2, 13 ].
EVALUATION
We evaluated our technique to scale testing of refactoring engines in 24 kinds of refactoring implementations of JastAdd Refactoring Tools (JRRT) [13] , Eclipse JDT and Eclipse CDT. We generated 343,967 programs as test inputs. We found 119 bugs in a total of 49 bugs related to compilation errors, 17 bugs related to behavioral changes, 35 bugs related to overly strong conditions, and 18 transformation issues. 1 By using skips of 10 and 25 in the program generator, it reduced by 90% and 96% the time to test the refactoring implementations, while missing only 4% and 7% of the bugs, respectively. Additionally, it found the first failure in general in a few seconds using skips. So, the refactoring engine developer can find a bug relatively quickly, fix it, run our technique again to find another bug, and so on. Before a release, tool developers can run the technique without skip to find some missed bugs.
We compared SafeRefactorImpact with SafeRefactor [15] in 45 transformations applied to small subjects and larger case studies. SafeRefactorImpact identified behavioral changes undetected by SafeRefactor. Moreover, it reduced the number of methods passed to the test suite generator and was faster in the small subjects. Finally, SafeRefactorImpact generated more relevant tests. We also compared MT and DT [16] oracles. Using the MT oracle, we detected 37% of new bugs while missed 16% of the bugs. In addition, the MT oracle facilitates the debugging by indicating the set of overly strong conditions. Finally, it does not require using another engine. We evaluated our oracle to identify transformation issues using Dolly with the new constructs and found 18 transformation issues. After the addition of the new constructs, Dolly had to deal with a million of Alloy instances, which increased the cost to test the refactoring implementations. To alleviate these problems and reduce the costs to run the experiment we choose a skip of 25 to generate programs.
RELATED WORK
In our previous work [16] we proposed a technique to identify overly strong conditions based on differential testing [7] . Later, Soares et al. [14] introduced a technique to test refactoring engines and found more than 100 bugs. We improve their technique with respect to expressiveness of the program generator, reduction of costs, detection of more kinds of bugs, and automation of the bug categorizer related to behavioral changes. Daniel et al. [1] proposed an approach for automated testing refactoring engines. They use AST-Gen, a Java program generator, and a set of programmatic oracles. They evaluated the technique by testing 42 refactoring implementations and found 3 transformation issues and 1 bug related to behavioral change. We evaluated 24 refactoring implementations and found 18 transformation issues and 17 bugs related to behavioral changes.
Jagannath et at. [6] presented the STG technique to reduce the costs of bounded-exhaustive testing by skipping some test inputs. We also included the skip parameter in Dolly. Different from them, we also use skips to identify overly strong conditions and transformation issues. Moreover, we use a fixed skip that is set by the user while they use a random skip. Then, we can execute using a different skip to find some missed bugs. Finally, they did not measure the rate of missed bugs using skips to generate programs different from our work. Later, Gligoric et al. [4] proposed UDITA, a Java-like language. They found four new bugs related to compilation errors in Eclipse in a few minutes. However, the technique requires substantial manual effort for writing test generators [3] .
